Onboarding Sugaring
Practitioners
Who have been trained and/or certified by another
sugaring company

NEW POLICY 2020

Definitions
We're glad you're looking to join the
Alexandria Professional® Family! Below
are definitions for terms you'll see
throughout our policy.

AP stands for Alexandria Professional®.
AP Advanced Body Sugaring course is AP’s complete professional body
sugaring certification course and covers everything practitioners need to
know to become certified as a sugaring practitioner with AP.
AP Brand Agreement must be signed by all practitioners purchasing from
AP to protect all AP branding materials and intellectual properties. It is
standard policy with all AP sugaring practitioners.
AP Online Academy is the academy website where we host all of AP’s
online courses, including the AP Advanced Body Sugaring Course, the
Kennedy Theory® Course, the Sugar Better Course and the AP Master
Classes (coming soon).
AP “sugar pastes” includes LK Private Stock, LK Plus, Regular, Tropical,
Tropical Plus, and the Kiss Sugar Adjuster.
Kennedy Theory® course allows sugaring practitioners to acquire the
theoretical knowledge needed to start their hands-on body sugaring
training.
Sugar Better Course is a refresher course that will help practitioners
master the Kennedy Theory® for sugaring along with AP’s 6 Steps to
Perfect Sugaring technique. Practitioners will learn to sugar better, faster
and more efficiently.

Policy
To respect the professional beauty
industry, and to uphold the integrity
of the Alexandria Professional® brand
and all that it stands for, we created
the following policy on how to "onboard"
professionals who were certified by other companies.
All sugaring practitioners seeking to use the AP "sugar pastes" must
submit the following:
A copy of their current professional license (cosmetology,
esthetician, waxing, or equivalent).
A copy of their current sugaring certification. If the practitioner
has not been trained in professional sugaring, please see #5. If the
practitioner has been trained in professional sugaring but does not
have a sugaring certification, please see #6.
A 2-minute video of their sugaring technique on a lower leg
(from ankle to knee) for a fair review. Practitioners must agree
to move forward based on the advice from the AP Educator
reviewing their video.
Should the practitioner’s technique appear to not harm or cause
unnecessary discomfort to the skin, the practitioner will onboard with
the right to purchase all AP products, including the AP “sugar pastes".
Note: This will not provide an AP Certificate. If the practitioner desires
to obtain an official AP Sugaring Certificate, the practitioner must
complete the Kennedy Theory® course and the Sugar Better course
via the AP Online Academy. The practitioner will be provided with
coupon codes to receive 50% off each of these courses.

Should the practitioner demonstrate an unacceptable technique to
professional sugaring, the AP Educator will respond to the practitioner
with the key points of the practitioner’s technique that need
improvement and provide a link to view demonstrations of the proper
technique. The practitioner will onboard with the right to purchase AP
products. AP “sugar pastes” will be monitored for purchase to practice
with. Practitioners must contact their AP Distributor directly via phone
to place their sugar orders until their technique is approved.
To ensure the clients who will be treated receive the most
comfortable and efficient treatments, the onboarding
practitioner must complete the Kennedy Theory® course and
the Sugar Better course via the AP Online Academy. The
practitioner will be provided with coupon codes to receive 50% off
each of these courses.
All sugaring practitioners onboarding with AP are required to sign the AP
Brand Agreement before they can begin placing orders. The AP Brand
Agreement protects all AP branding materials and intellectual properties
and is standard policy with all AP sugaring practitioners.

If the practitioner is a licensed professional or qualified equivalent but
has not been certified in professional body sugaring, they can still
purchase AP products at professional cost, excluding the AP “sugar
pastes”.
In order to purchase the AP “sugar pastes”, the practitioner
must complete the AP Advanced Body Sugaring course via the
AP Online Academy or register for a face-to-face class.
Sugaring practitioners who are registered for the AP Advanced
Body Sugaring course (via AP Online Academy or face-to-face
class) are allowed to purchase AP “sugar pastes” to practice
with. Practitioners must call their AP Distributor directly by
phone to place their sugar orders.

If the practitioner is trained in sugaring but does not have a sugaring
certification (e.g., trained by someone at their salon), they can still
purchase AP products at professional cost, excluding the AP “sugar
pastes”.
In order to purchase the AP “sugar pastes”, the practitioner
must submit a 2-minute video of their sugaring technique on a
lower leg (from ankle to knee) and upper lip for a fair review.
Practitioner must agree to move forward based on the advice
from the AP Educator reviewing their video.
If the AP Educator finds the practitioner’s technique
acceptable, the practitioner must complete the Kennedy
Theory® course and the Sugar Better course via the AP
Online Academy or a face-to-face class in order to receive
their AP sugaring certification and to purchase the AP
“sugar pastes”. The practitioner will be provided with
coupon codes to receive 50% off each of these two courses.
The practitioner must sign the AP Brand Agreement.
If the AP Educator finds the practitioners technique
unacceptable, the practitioner will be required to take the
AP Advanced Body Sugaring course via the AP Online
Academy or register for a face-to-face course. The
practitioner must sign the AP Brand Agreement.

We remind you that having paid for certification by another company
does not constitute automatic certification by AP. The cost of any AP
course is at the discretion of the AP Distributor. By law, AP cannot
mandate pricing as it is not allowed. All educational programs currently
available via the AP Online Academy can be taken from any location
where it is represented. That includes any distributor with a language
suitable to the learner and includes the AP Corporate Online Academy
(English + French).

Where there is an AP Distributor managing a territory the practitioner is
in, the AP product purchases will come from that designated distributor.
Where no AP Distributor is designated, the practitioner will be free to
place orders from any AP Distributor or directly from AP Corporate online
or via any other point of warehousing distribution AP has set forth.
This policy for "Onboarding Sugaring Practitioners who have been
trained and/or certified by another sugaring company" is only applicable
at AP Corporate and participating AP distributors. To find out if the
distributor for your area is participating in this policy, please email
info@alexandriapro.com

Questions?
Email us at info@alexandriapro.com or
call 1-800-957-8427 and we'll be happy
to answer any questions you may have.

Get Started!
To start your onboarding process,
please submit the required materials
to info@alexandriapro.com. Make
sure to include your name, country,
and "Onboaring Practitioner" in the
email subject.

